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I. RESOURCEALLOCATION : Minimizing the impact that the TDMA multiple-AP access has

on TCP (part of the Infocom paper)

A. Otpimining the Aggregated Throughput

In order to improve the aggregate throughput at each STA we i)introduce the assignment of

slots to eachVSTA, and ii) allocate the slots via a distributed resource allocation algorithm. The

objective is to minimize the disconnection time such as the TCP degradation is minimized.

1) Concept of Slotted Operation:Instead of connecting to eachAPi for a consecutive amount

of time fi · T (given by the forward pressure algorithm), we introduce theconcept of slot

assignment and givegi ≥ 1 slots to eachVSTAi. For this scope we first defineSlotTimeas the

minimum amount of time allowed in the system at which the effect of the switching cost and

the packet losses can be neglected on the connection with thesmallestduty cycle.We calculate:

• the wireless period as:T = SlotTime
mini fi

, that is, the procedure minimizes the wireless periodT .

• the number of slots locally assigned to eachVSTAi as: gi = ⌊(fiT )/SlotTime⌋. This gives

a total number of slots ofG =
∑

gi.

• the slot size perVSTAi as:SlotTimei =
fiT

gi
.

Once selectedT , {gi} and{SlotTimei}, we can construct a resource allocation algorithm that,

given the set of duty cyclesfi provided by the upper-layer scheduler, assigns the set of slots to

the APs that minimizes the overall disconnection time for all APs.

This requires the following definitions.

Disconnection Cost Let us defineSi = [Si(1), Si(2), . . . Si(gi)] the vector that indicates the

slot positions in the range[1, G] for VSTAi, with Si(gi + 1) = Si(1) andSi(l) 6= Sj(m) for any
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APi i-th AP

N Number of AP backhauls

T (ms) Wireless Period

VSTAi i-th Virtual STAtion, associated toAPi

di End-to-end wired delay

fi (≤ 1) Duty Cycle for thei-th virtual station

∆f Fraction of time spent at one slot

gi (≥ 1) Number of Slots for thei-th virtual station

G Total number of slots

Cj Disconnection cost for thej-th slot

SlotTime Minimum slot size

x Resource allocation matrix

w Bandwidth estimation matrix

sd Switching delay (considered close to 0)

TABLE I

MAIN VARIABLES USED.

i, j = 1, . . . N , with i 6= j, l = 1, 2, . . . gi andm = 1, 2, . . . gj. Besides, we define the cost (slot

duration) of each slot as the slot size of theVSTAi that uses the slot:

CSi(l) = SlotTimei ∀i.

In order to measure the disconnection cost of theVSTAi during two transmissions in the slots

Si(l) andSi(l+1) we take into account the costs of the intermediate slotsCSi(l)+1, . . . CSi(l+1)−1.

Therefore, we introduce the following cost function:

ci,l =

Si(l+1)−1
∑

j=Si(l)+1

Cj l = 1, 2, . . . gi

Example:Let us suppose thatN=3 and that the slots are allocated as follows:[VSTA1 VSTA2

VSTA3 VSTA1 VSTA2 VSTA1]. This gives:S1 = [1 4 6], S2 = [2 5] andS3 = [3]. Furthermore, we

suppose thatSlotTime3 = 10 ms,SlotTime1 = 12 ms andSlotTime2 = 15 ms. Then, we calculate

the disconnection cost betweenS1(1)=1 andS1(2)=4 asc1,1 = C2 + C3 = 15 + 10 = 25 ms.
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B. Resource allocation algorithm

We now present three different, fully decentralized, slot allocation mechanisms with different

performance and computation costs that aim to minimize the impact that the TDMA multiple-AP

access has on TCP.

Blind Resource Allocation. A TDMA approach increases the observed RTT of the TCP

packets. Besides, this increase is exactly the disconnection time in the worst case, i.e., forVSTAi,

and given an allocation that produces a disconnection time of max
l=1,2,...gi

ci,l, we would have

RTTi = di + max
l=1,2,...gi

ci,l.

The TCP throughput achieved by the above allocation can be approximated as

MSS

[di +max
l

ci,l] ·
√
pi
,

where MSS andpi are the parameters of the Mathis model. It follows that, in order to minimize

the throughput penalty caused by disconnection, we need solve the following problem:

min
N
∑

i





MSS

di ·
√
pi

− MSS

[di +max
l

ci,l] ·
√
pi



 . (1)

The slot assignment obtained from solving (1) depends on thecorrect estimation of the

loss rates{pi} and end-to-end delays{di}. In a realistic deployment, an accurate prediction

of these values may be not available. In the absence of any end-to-end delay information we can

reformulate the problem simply as the minimization of the inverse of the maximum disconnection

times as follows:

max
Si(l)

N
∑

i

1/(max
l

ci,l)

s.t.
G
∑

i=1

Ci = T

fiT = giSlotTimei ∀i
Si(l) ∈ {1, G} ∀i, l,

(2)

where the variablesCi, SlotTime, fi andgi are defined in Table I.
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Min-Max Disconnection Time Allocation Algorithm. The blind resource allocation algo-

rithm defined above can be prohibitively expensive. In orderto reduce its complexity, we define

a min-max disconnection timeheuristic approach. This approximation algorithm considers that,

in average, the TCP performance is more severely affected bythe amount of time that each

VSTAi is not connectedto the correspondingAPi. The algorithm operates as follows:

1) First allocate the slots to theVSTAwith max(gi). In fact this is theVSTAwith the highest

demand in terms of throughput.

2) Next, theVSTAs with lower number of slots will be served one by one. At each step,

the selectedi-th VSTAi analyzesonly the slots not previously assigned and calculates the

vectorSi to satisfy the condition:min max
l=1,2,...gi

(Si(l+ 1)− Si(l)), that is, it selects thegi

slots to minimize the maximum distance between each pair of consecutive slots assigned

to theVSTAi.

3) Finally, at the last step, the left set of slots are assigned to theVSTAwith min(gi).

Note that the algorithm tries to minimize the disconnectiontime starting with the connections

with higherduty cycle, which are the ones with higher expected throughput. Note also that the

last connection to allocate is the one with the smallestduty cycle. For that one, the SlotTime is

already chosen such as its performance is not affected.

Upper-bound We also calculate the upper-bound for the TCP aggregate throughput: for each

delay, we compute the TCP aggregate throughput for all the feasible solutions and select the

one that achieves the maximum throughput. Note that this upper bound can not be calculated in

practice and we include it for comparison purposes.

II. RESOURCEALLOCATION : Considering Frequency Diversity

Taking into account the previous resource allocation approaches we design a resource allo-

cation system that meets the needs of the ClubADSL project. In more detail, we extend the

formulation of the resource allocation problem in order to consider the frequency diversity in

the system. In the previous approaches we assume that there are no STAs that ”compete” in order

to be connected to the same AP at the same slot. In real networkdeployments this phenomenon

is quite often. Therefore, we have to rethink the design of the resource allocation mechanism in

ClubADSL.

Fig. 1 depicts the main components of the proposed system:
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Fig. 1. Resource Allocation in ClubADSL.

A. Forward Pressure Component

This component applies aforward pressure algorithmin order to calculate the fraction of

time (calledduty cyclefi, with
∑

i fi = 1) that must be spent at each AP in the network. The

Forward Pressure Componentupdates periodically the values of theduty cyclesfi based on

the available bandwidth in the network. The updatedduty cyclesare passed to theResource

Allocation mechanism. TheResource Allocationmechanism optimizes the throughput that each

STA achieves and jointly optimizes the TCP performance by minimizing the disconnection time

in the network, with respect to the aforementionedduty cycles.

B. Monitoring Component

The Monitoring Componentmakes good use of the capabilities that CSMA/CA gives to

monitor the environment during the operation of the network. In simple words, the STAs can

overhear the transmissions of the other STAs in the network and estimate the available bandwidth

at each slot. Consequently, this component can build an accurate estimation of the bandwidth

on time and give feedback to theFrequency Diversity Component.
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C. Frequency Diversity Component

This is the basic component in theResource Allocationmechanism. The goal is to optimize

the throughput that each STA achieves, taking into account the bandwidth estimation that is

provided by theMonitoring Component. The available resources are optimally allocated in the

network, increasing at the same time the frequency diversity. In other words, without considering

the frequency diversity in the system we assume that at each slot the whole bandwidth of an AP

is available to the STA.What happens in case that at the same time other STAs are connected

to this AP too? It is obvious that in this case the STAs will share the available bandwidth.

Consequently, we formalize the throughput optimization problem of each STA as follows:

max
x

APs
∑

i=1

Slots
∑

j=1

[

(∆fxj
i )w

j
i

]

s.t.
APs
∑

i=

Slots
∑

j=1

[

(∆fxj
i )T + sd

]

≤ T

Slots
∑

j=1

∆fxj
i = fi, ∀i

Slots
∑

j=1

xj
i = 1, ∀i

xj
i ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j

(3)

x is the resource allocation matrix (its length isAPs x Slots per period) that represents the

solution of the throughput optimization problem:connect to a specific AP at each slot. Then,

w (its length isAPs x Slots per period) is the matrix that represents the estimated available

bandwidth of each AP at each slot. It is important to design anaccurate estimation mechanism

that will be executed inside theMonitoring Componentand give useful information to the

Frequency Diversity Component. The first constraint in the current formulation ensures that

during the periodT the resource allocation mechanism must round all the APs with respect to

the duty cyclesthat are given by the forward pressure. The second constraint ensures that the

STA must respect theseduty cyclesand the third says that at each slot the STA can be connected

to one AP.
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D. Min-Max Disconnection Time Component

The last component optimizes the TCP performance by minimizing the maximum disconnec-

tion time in the network. The main idea is that theFrequency Diversity Component”filters” the set

of feasible solutions for the resource allocation problem taking into account frequency diversity

and optimizes the achieved throughput. Then, theMin-Max Disconnection Time Componentgets

the set of solutions from theFrequency Diversity Componentand applies a resource allocation

(chooses one or more of the aforementioned solutions) that optimizes the TCP performance.

Here we apply theMin-Max Disconnection Time Allocationalgorithm, discussed in the previous

section.

E. Distributed Operation

The operation of the aforementioned components is distributed and therefore it will take some

time to converge to a stable state. The STAs are not synchronized and the decision of one

STA affects the available bandwidth in the network (w matrix). The rest STAs must adapt their

resource allocation on the new conditions in the network. Ofcourse we always have to respect

the updatedduty cyclesthat are calculated periodically by theForward Pressure Component.
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